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G O G O I C E C R E A M P T Y LT D

Company Profile
GOGO Ice Cream, providing a fun and exciting way of distributing
quality ice cream products to the public from our electric freezer carts.

DIRECTORS: STEVEN HALL & JESSE CHOI

"Go shawty, it's sherbert day."
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Overview
Gogo Ice Cream’s company profile includes a brief
history about us, descriptions of who we are, what we do,
what we offer and where we are going. Furthermore, this
profile provides Gogo Ice Cream’s booking information
and management contacts.

Agenda
Introducing Gogo Ice Cream, an exciting
new company who distributes delicious
single serve ice cream from stylish electric
freezer carts. Gogo Ice Cream is based in
Northcote, Victoria.

Meet our Team
Steven Hall Executive Director
+61 4 0838 6901
director@gogoicecream.com.au
Jesse Choi Executive Director
+61 4 8127 8295
director@gogoicecream.com.au

Meet our Ice Cream
Five appetizing flavours of ice creams; chocolate, vanilla,
blood orange sorbet, mango gelato and non-dairy
coconut milk vanilla in convenient 150 ml pre-packaged
single servings.
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“

Welcome Message
Steven Hall
“Greetings, on behalf of the team at Gogo Ice
Cream, we believe in creating true customer
delight through exceptional ice cream, creative

distribution methods and delightful customer
service.”
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A Little bit of History
When two groovy ice cream cart gurus can dare to dream of delivering tasty cold treats from a motorized freezer on wheels,
anything is possible. The following is a little bit of history about our journey so far at Gogo Ice Cream.

Gogo Electric Carts
In the first year of business, procuring these carts was a
seemingly impossible task. There was a myth that you
could not buy these carts from the manufacturer due to
copyright issues. Our diligent research proved this to be

incorrect. And after long negotiations and sheer
persistence, we managed to obtain the carts in 2017.

Gogo Ice Cream and Gelato
By the second year of business, our ice cream stocks
are ready in accordance with VIC’s Food Act class. Our
products are proudly produced by a local Melbourne
company, Everest foods. All products are all produced
in 150ml single serve size containers in our own unique

Gogo design.
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Who we are
Gogo Ice Cream is based in Northcote – Victoria, Australia.

We are a business with the nature of roaming, therefore we

We are distributing our quality ice cream products to the

do not need a large space or a retail unit to place our carts.

public from our electric freezer carts and building a wide

Direct from our electric freezer carts are five varieties of ice

range of clients. We are a small-scale business with big

cream and gelato. Chocolate and vanilla ice cream are our

dreams. We strongly value innovation and creativity as well

timeless classics on offer and our blood orange sorbet,

as being a unique brand that strives for building caring

mango gelato and coconut milk are popular alternatives for

relationships with our customers and other stakeholders.

the dairy-free consumer.
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Event Bookings

What we do
We deliver mobile food vending of our ice cream
and gelato products to meet the needs of a wide
range of customers. We place quality and
convenience at the upmost importance in our
approach to selling our range of ice cream and

gelato.

community events,
major events, private
functions

Public Trading
street trading in high
foot traffic areas, such
as parks and train
stations
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Go-Go Theme
As you see from the photos, we combined our iconic
Gogo Cart with a 1960’s go-go theme. The idea
came to with us right from the moment we first
thought of this business. A perfect theme for the

characteristics of our cart which are fun and

Mobile Freezer

colourful.

Gogo Cart is a tested and proven mobile freezer that
has the appropriate mechanical structure
to provide ice cream in public places.
Self-powered by a battery; our carts do not require an
external power cord to operate.

Positive Vibes
There is no annoying generator noises from our cart.
It does not use a generator and does not interrupt the
surrounding vibe of the area we are serving. We are
registered as mobile food premises at local council
and insured for public liability.
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What we offer
Ice cream has origins dating back as far as 200 B.C., and since the invention of freezers, it and can be found in a variety of
different styles and flavours throughout many different cultures. Gogo Ice Cream offers quality ice cream products to Australian
consumers in a fun, innovative and convenience way. All from behind our iconic 1960’s go-go themed Gogo Cart.

Quality Products

Single-serve Ice Cream and Gelato
Ice cream served in 150 ml pre-packaged plastic containers with a label displaying our
groovy logo, nutrition values and other required information. Produced by Everest foods.

Distinct Service

Capability
With the capacity to carry 400 tubs of our 150ml ice cream containers and over 20kms of
driving distance on a single charge, Gogo electric freezer carts are simply amazing.

Ease of Access

Convenience
We offer an impressive 20 hrs of freezer operating time from one single charge with our
carts. That means our tasty treats are freezer cold, direct from our carts to your tummy.

Innovation

Design
There is no handwriting decoration, external power cords or taping on our carts. And we
do not use extra tables because our unique and innovative design means a Gogo cart
can do the job all by itself.
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Where we are going
For centuries, iced desserts were a luxury but now its one of the most popular impulse purchase items for consumers aged young
and old alike. Here at Gogo Ice Cream we do not believe happiness should be a luxury so we are taking it to the streets, direct to
the public and spreading the joy. Over the next three years it is our goal to be leasing several spots in high foot traffic areas,
perhaps in the shape of a pop-up stall or promotional booth, so be on the look out for us.
Currently, we are busy researching and collecting detailed data about our Australian market which we will use to help guide us in
the re-structuring of our business development strategy. A new and exciting aspect to our big plans for Gogo Ice Cream involves
the development of a Gogo Ice Cream mobile app that customers can use to track our Gogo ice cream carts around the city.

2018

2020

2021

2022

Goal

Accomplishment

Milestone

Success
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Equipment Specs & Product Price
Infrastructure and equipment description:

Product Price:

• The cart has dimensions of 1445mm(length) x

Vanilla Supreme, Mango Gelato, Choco Obsession, Blood

780mm(width) x 1145(height).

• A small stool chair for the staff and a blade sign on a
pole that can be attached to our cart and still meet the
rule(custom kiosk blade sign 2.4m).

Orange Sorbet and Coconut Vanilla(non-diary)

1 (150ml) for $6.00;
2 or more at $5.00 each
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Contact Us
Gogo Icecream Pty Ltd Headquarters
92 Herbert St. Northcote, VIC 3070
http://www.gogoicecream.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/GOGOICECREAM/

Management
Director: Steven Hall & Jesse Choi
Email: director@gogoicecream.com.au

Bookings
admin@gogoicecream.com.au
Mobile: 0408 386 901
ABN: 18 637 014 891
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www.gogoicecream.com.au

